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This Month in Total Access Solutions

Balancing Security and
Convenience: The Human Factor

in Office Access Control

Explore the importance of employee training in office access control.
Discover the steps to implement an effective training program and
measure its impact while empowering employees to uphold secure
access control through advanced technology solutions.

Read more
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Unlocking Convenience: The Impact of Mobile
Access on Multifamily Access Control

Smartphones are transforming access control in multifamily properties

From keys to mobile apps, residents can conveniently access common
areas and units while managers have better control. Benefits include
enhanced security, cost savings, and improved user experience.
Investing in mobile access control technology is essential for property
managers to enhance their multifamily accommodation.

Read more
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Continue reading

S P E C I A L  O F F E R

The 2-in-1 latch and deadbolt Smart Lock
with Dual-Locking Technology™

Experience the convenience of Lockly’s Duo smart lock, which
combines two locks into one seamless solution. With our innovative
Dual-Locking Technology™, you can effortlessly lock and unlock both
the interconnected latch and deadbolt using a single lever motion,
ensuring quick and easy access. It features our hack-proof PIN
Genie™ keypad, fingerprint access, and app and portal
control/monitoring from anywhere in the world.

Hurry, 50% Off is a Limited Time Offer!* 
*Terms and Conditions apply

Read more
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Announcing the LocklyPRO Ambassador
Program: Unlock Opportunities

Join us for a special webinar event!

This program offers several advantages:

1: Exclusive Discounts: Discover unbeatable offers on LocklyPRO
products and our cutting-edge Operating System. Enhance your
inventory with advanced, secure, and innovative security solutions.
 
2: Certification: Become a certified LocklyPRO expert, showcasing
your commitment to excellence. Gain industry recognition and
establish yourself as a trusted authority in LocklyPRO solutions.
 
3: Rewarding Incentives: Earn rewards on every LocklyPRO sale.
Maximize profitability and enjoy incentives as a testament to your
dedication and outstanding sales performance.
 
Seats for this LocklyPRO exclusive webinar are limited. 
Dates: July 13th, 20th, and 27th, 2023.

Secure your spot today!

Yes, I'm In!
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T R E N D S

Managed Wi-Fi: Connectivity is King
Find the benefits for creating connected multifamily communities.

Brought to you by SmartRent

There’s a growing importance of reliable and efficient Wi-Fi
connectivity in multifamily properties. Residents’ expectations have
evolved, with high-speed internet access now considered a necessity
rather than a luxury. 
 
This article highlights the advantages of managed Wi-Fi services and
explores the potential revenue opportunities and competitive edge that
robust Wi-Fi connectivity can provide in multifamily communities.

Read more
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Balancing Aesthetics and Security in Access
Control: Combining Value and Visuals

Locksmith Journal | UK

This article examines the balance between aesthetics and security in
access control systems. It emphasizes the need for collaboration
among locksmiths, architects, and designers to create visually
appealing yet highly secure solutions. 

Read more

Secure any building with our commercial-grade
access solutions
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Secure Access Solution for Commercial and Multi-Dwelling Properties,
GUARD™ Smart Locks with PIN Genie® technology, and Lockly\OS™
for global lock and entry control. 

Learn more

 

Partner with us
 
LOCKLY offers a diverse
product range, pricing, and
service programs to grow your
business. Apply to become a
master distributor today. 
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As always, we welcome your comments and feedback at prosales@lockly.com
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